Provisioner Bona Fide Pure Arizona, Arizona White Table Wine 2014, 57% Colombard, 30% Chenin Blanc, 13% Malvasia 13.3% Alc

• The Provisioner White is fresh, crisp and fruity with perfect amount of body. It’s wonderful as an accompaniment to a light lunch, with serious dinner foods and, of course, all by itself.

• In early frontier days the small-town general store was the social hub and lifeline for the hardy pioneers that settled the American Southwest. These stores, or provisioners, sold everything from nails to flour, blankets to whiskey. Arizona, despite efforts to tame her, is still a wild place with many secrets lying just below the surface. The most recent discovery is the propensity for the vine to thrive here and to yield a fine nectar that is indisputably Southwestern. Provisioner wines capture and share the soul of this place, and they do so in the spirit of the old-time general store: they support new exploration, they push us into new territory and make this quest we are on a little more honest and enjoyable. And all of this without breaking the bank. Drink well. These are wines for the people!

• Fort Bowie Vineyard, Cochise County, Arizona

• Fort Bowie Vineyards is the second oldest vineyard in the state. Planted in 1984, the massive French Colombard vines on the site are a big as a foot in trunk diameter. Additionally, the deep, loamy soils and warm summers (the warmest of our vineyards) lend to fruit driven wines that are approachable and young.

• At an elevation of 3750 feet, Fort Bowie has two distinct vineyards, the Shop block and Lacey’s block. With 23 acres and 7 acres, respectively, these vineyards consistently give us stellar, high-quality fruit.

• TASTING NOTES: White grapefruit and cumquat with notes of lemon blossom, lily and crushed granite dominate this lively and focused blend. A chalky-like minerality settles on the palate and finishes with harmonious citrus fruit characters.

• Eric Glomski
• Cases: 500
• $ 10
Bodega Pierce Pandora, Arizona White Table Wine, Cochise County 2014

- 50% Pinot Gris, 35% Sauvignon Blanc, 15% Malvasia Bianca 14% Alc
- Bodega Pierce highlights wines made exclusively from grapes grown at our family’s estate vineyard in Willcox, AZ. The wines are designed to express the high desert terroir of the Willcox Bench that we have found to be unsurpassed in producing spectacular world class wines. We aim to provide Arizona wine drinkers with a consistent product that over-delivers on quality.
- Take a moment to savor the time, the place and the people around you when drinking our wines. Cheers and Salud!
- Rolling View Vineyard
- Frank Elliot Pierce – Rolling View Farm
- The Rolling View Vineyard is located 15 miles southeast of Willcox, AZ. Purchased in 2011, and with 27 acres currently under production the 80 acre estate located at 4,300 elevation on what has been termed the Willcox Bench.
- Cases: 150
- $18
Chateau Tumbleweed “The Descendants” White Table Wine, Cochise County 2013

- 66% Viognier, Lawrence Dunham Vineyards, Cochise Co, 4900 feet
- 34% Verdelho, Dragoon Mountain Vineyard, Cochise Co. 4300 feet
- Chateau Tumbleweed is the collaboration of a handful of people that have been involved in the Arizona wine industry for several years. We make high-desert Arizona wines and love to laugh. Beginning as a concept dreamed up in Arizona's beautiful White Mountains we created our first wine in 2011. In late 2013 we began selling our wines at the Four-Eight tasting room in Clarkdale and several fine restaurants throughout the state. Our 2012, 2013 and 2014 vintages were made at
- The higher acid & tart quince from Viognier are balanced with the richness, tropical fruit and spice of Verdelho. A crisp, clean palate with fruity aromatics.
- Cold soaked 24 hours, whole cluster pressed.
- Chilled/settled 48 hours
- Stainless steel fermented at 55 degrees for 26 days
- No ML
- Viognier aged 4 months in neutral French oak, some lees stirring.
- Verdelho all stainless. 13.5% alc
- Four-Eight Wineworks in Camp Verde.
- Cases: 110
- $ 22
Bodega Pierce Emotiva, Arizona Red Table Wine, Cochise County 2013, 56% Sangiovese, 44% Cabernet Sauvignon 13.8% Alc

- Wine has the power to invoke an emotional response through smell and taste. This wine, a blend of our estate Sangiovese 56% & Cabernet Sauvignon 44%, is reminiscent of Super Tuscan style wines. Take a moment to savor the time, the place and the people around you when drinking our wines.
- The Rolling View Vineyard is located 15 miles southeast of Willcox, AZ. Purchased in 2011, and with 27 acres currently under production the 80 acre estate located at 4,300 elevation on what has been termed the Willcox Bench.
- Cases: 50
- $28
Northern Arizona is truly a remarkable place. I scratched my head for years wondering why no one had attempted to grow grapes in what appeared to be the perfect climate. Harsh yet mystical. A survivors paradise. I theorized a series of hurdles left over from the days of prohibition. Perhaps that minor hiccup in our nations history stunted the development of our palate and thus veiled the potential of this region. It would take a deeper understanding for the grace, the magic, the alchemy that is wine for someone to recognize this raw frontier as a gold mine for a gifted wine making pioneer. Surely Max Schubert would have grinned and shook his head in bewilderment to see the red rocks of Sedona devoid of one single solitary vineyard. A crime. It only took me a few years of staring across my porch at Mingus Mountain while drinking a glass of Chateauneuf du Pape for the spell to take effect. And when it did, I decided then and there to plant a vineyard.

Most of those I shared this vision with just sort of nodded and secretly hoped I would stay on my meds. But the few who truly recognize that look in my eye decided to ask the right question. They asked what kind of wine I intended to make. This question has a simple answer. My art and music has been described as "thick, dense, rich, complex, engaging, emotional, and spiritual," by those who are fans. And an "acquired taste" for those kind others who are not. Arizona is "thick, dense, rich, complex, engaging, emotional, and spiritual," as well as being an "acquired taste." We are a match made in heaven and surely these qualities will be reflected in the wine that Arizona will present to us. My job now is to LISTEN, as if a medium, to every detail no matter how subtle and present her story unaltered. Wish me luck.
**Caduceus Cellars Nagual de la Naga Arizona Red Table Wine, Graham County 2012, 66% Sangiovese, 34% Cabernet Sauvignon 13.5% Alc**

- 1990 Sassacaia, 1990 Masseto, I’d be thrilled to live in the immense shadow of the wine from this region of my 1st love, Tuscany. She has a spell cast over me. She taunts me like the Sirens. I believe it’s the dance between the Sangiovese and the Cab Sav. The beef and cherries. This template is by far the biggest guess. When this wine was conceived, no one in this area had attempted Sangiovese that I was aware of. Therefore no physical evidence to suggest that we would be able to pull off the NAGA. The Kundalini Serpent. The Mountain Goddess. Only the educated guess based on terrior and some faith in our intuition. We now know for certain that Sangiovese does well in both Southern and Northern Arizona as evidenced by the Nagual del MARZO and KITSUNÉ. The Naga will continue to be one of our flagship blends. And as of 2010 this wine is now made from 100% Arizona fruit.

- Vineyard: Bonita Springs Vineyard, Graham County, AZ
- Elevation: 4200-4600ft Soil: alluvial fans with sandy loam
- Aging: Cask and puncheon aged 18 months, new and neutral French oak
- Alcohol: 13.5%
- Winemaker: MJ Keenan
- Impressions: Our ruby hued Arizona expression of a now classic Tuscan style blend.
  - Blackberry, cedar & spice notes. 'Crushed violets and pencil shavings'.
  - Cherries on steroids with hints of campfire roasted tomato and savoury spice.
  - With a vigorous finish that goes the distance, this wine is a good candidate for cellaring.
- Bonita Springs Vineyard lies at the eastern edge of Sulfur Springs Valley (alongside the Willcox Playa) in a small, unincorporated area known as the Kansas Settlement. The soils here are relatively deep loams and clay-loams interspersed with cobbles. The vineyard sits at 4300 feet and experiences up to 50 degree fluctuations in diurnal temperatures during the growing season. Harvest usually starts in late August and runs into early October.
- Cases: 350
- $ 50
**Caduceus Cellars Primer Paso Arizona Red Table Wine, Cochise County 2012, 60% Syrah, 33% Petite Sirah, 7% Malvasia Bianca 13.5% Alc**

- Penfold’s GRANGE, Torbreck’s RUNRIG. These are just a couple of the heavy wood influenced, bold fruit, aromatic, tannic Australian reds that inspired me to pursue this endeavor. But rather than try to mimic these established wines and live in their shadow, I chose to pursue a slightly different path. PRIMER PASO is a Shiraz. No doubt. But with an Italian twist. With the PRIMER I’ve tried to tone down the sledge hammer of sweet American Oak vanilla present in most of the big Aussie Shirazs and add the perfect amount of Arizona grown Italian Malvasia to take it’s place. The goal is to have the floral nose of the Malvasia, the body of a big Aussie Shiraz, with a finish that combines the two, not unlike a Coté Rotie. A jasmine nasturtium salad, followed by a hearty prime rib. And for desert? An espresso with fresh peach cobbler. Behold...my “FIRST STEP.” Maynard James Keenan

- Buhl Memorial Vineyard, Willcox, AZ (formerly Arizona Stronghold Vineyard)
- The Al Buhl Memorial Vineyard lies at the eastern edge of Sulfur Springs Valley (alongside the Willcox Playa) in what is known as the Kansas Settlement. The vineyard site is 80 acres with 60 acres planted. The soils are relatively deep loams and clay-loams interspersed with cobbles. The vineyard sits at 4300 feet and experiences up to 50 degree fluctuations in diurnal temperatures during the growing season. Harvest usually starts in late August and runs into early October. From here we source Syrah & Garnacha for the PRIMER PASO, Tempranillo and Garnacha for the SANCHE and occasional VSC offerings, Sangiovese Grosso for the KITSUNÉ, and a handful of whites for The Diddler and VSC offerings. The oldest 20 acres of the vineyard were planted in 1983 so some of the oldest vines here are 29 years in age.

- Cases: 200
- $ 50
Alcantara Vineyards Grand Rouge VI, Yavapai County, AZ, 25% Merlot 2011, 25% Charbono 2012 and 50% Syrah 2012 all estate grown fruit, 12.8% Alc

- Brian Predmore is currently the Chief Operating Officer for Alcantara Vineyards and Winery. He has been a major part of Alcantara since it was incorporated as Alcantara LLC back in 2002. His background of 15 years in Architecture has helped in planning, designing, and projecting the future of Alcantara in the growing wine industry in Northern Arizona. He devoted all his time into Alcantara’s interests earlier this past March and has taken over all financial and bookkeeping duties. In addition to these new duties he has also been in charge of the website upkeep and all outside events since 2008. He works well with the other vineyards and wineries, and wants the wine industry in Arizona to succeed for everyone involved. He has recently moved up to Cottonwood, Arizona from Phoenix to be closer to Alcantara Vineyards, and the growing viticultural area of the Verde Valley. He wants all the Vineyard pioneers to show the rest of the world, that the Verde Valley can be the next Paso Robles, Temecula, or Napa Valley

- 2011 & 2012
- Cases: 125
- $ 35
Page Springs Cellars

We are a family owned vineyard and winery crafting fine Arizona Wines tucked into the volcanic landscape overlooking pristine Oak Creek. Page Springs Cellars Arizona winery offers delicious Rhône style wines, gourmet food selections and breathtaking views.

Arizona Wines

While my first love was certainly Pinot Noir, I have developed a serious relationship with varietals from the Southern Rhône. Here at Page Springs Cellars, we primarily work with Syrah, Petite Sirah, Grenache and Mourvedre. Additionally, we dabble with other red grapes such as Cabernet Pfeffer, Counoise, and Cinsault. Our white grape loves include Viognier, Roussanne and Marsanne. While you may occasionally see us blending with Cabernet Franc, Barbera or Sangiovese—the flavorful grapes of the Rhône will always be our focus.

I like to keep an open mind about winemaking. While a good deal of what we do could be considered traditional (selective picking and sorting, small open-top fermentations, hand punch downs), there are times when the judicious use of technology can markedly improve a wine. We generally do not fine or filter, but there are occasions when a rough filtration brightens fruit or removes rough, gritty characters. In short, we always make the best wine we can. We have a wine-centered philosophy. The market is not driving our winemaking, quality is.

Eric Glomski
Page Springs Cellars, El Serrano Arizona Red Table Wine 2010, 43% Mourvedre, 40% Syrah, 17% Petite Sirah 14.4% Alc

- ARCHIVE – No longer available
- 2010 marks the 8th vintage of El Serrano, our Flagship blend at Page Springs. The beauty of winemaking is that with each vintage we are presented with different expressions of the two core wines we craft this blend from – Mourvedre and Syrah. In some years the Mourvedre has more weight and more acid. The Syrah also varies from thick and syrupy to light and perfumed. With this in mind (and some assistance from our friend Petite Sirah) we strive to create a well balanced, fruity, spicy wine that has moderate acid, tannins and impeccable balance. The 2010 is no exception.
- Our Estate Vineyard was planted in the spring of 2004 – seven years after our winemaker, Eric Glomski, first fell in love with this site. Glomski and his family purchased the land in late 2003 when it finally came up for sale.
- Nestled along the banks of Sedona’s famous Oak Creek and on the lower flanks of House Mountain volcano, this site is truly unique. Sandy, clay-loam overlays a matrix of basaltic clasts (chunks of extruded volcanic rock) that are cemented by calcareous (chalky, alkaline, limestone-like) sediments derived from a larger geologic structure called the Verde formation. The subsoils here are alkaline (much like the limestone of the Southern Rhône and Burgundy). These soils will contribute character to our grapes and their alkalinity tempers the vigor of our aggressive Rhône varietals.
  - pH: 3.65
  - TA: 7.5
  - Cases: 397
  - $ 32